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Donna Daniell chose a healing journey that shifted her life. This book is an
intimate account of her transformation in midlife to self-awareness and what
moved her to create a roadmap for other women on the journey of life to
achieve inner peace, wholeness, and authenticity. This is an inspiring story.
–TONI HERBINE-BLANK, RN, MA, IFS Trainer and coauthor of
Intimacy from the Inside Out, Courage and Compassion in Couple Therapy

As the story of Donna’s personal and therapist career paths unfold,
her intensely personal memoir evolves into something more universal,
with insights for all of us.
–DAVID LOY, PH.D; author of Ecodharma: Buddhist Teachings
for the Ecological Crisis

Donna has given us an unmeasurable gift. Her voice serves as a much needed
trail guide for women everywhere as we navigate and evolve through our own
midlife journeys. Through her courageously shared memoir, she invites us
to walk with her through the raw and real life struggles that accompany
motherhood, marriage, divorce, menopause, and the inevitable deaths of our
loved ones. Not only are her stories profoundly relatable, they also spark
spiritual inquiry that invites a personal and collective rebirth. Donna culminates her book by inviting us to embrace our own personal healing path, to
find our inner Wisewoman by introducing us to her program for women in
midlife which integrates mindfulness and Internal Family Systems, two of
the most valuable tools for personal transformation.
–DR. ARIELLE SCHWARTZ, PH.D; psychologist, yoga teacher,
and author of many books including The Post-Traumatic Growth Guidebook

Donna’s story is an example of what we can realize in our lives when we
take responsibility for our own personal healing. Choosing to find a path
of healing from multiple traumas that afflict us in the 21st century is something we can all pursue for ourselves, but sometimes we need guidance to
find it. Through reading Donna’s stories and struggles and her exploration

of the healing tools of mindfulness and IFS, individuals can get real
guidance about how they can learn to use trauma healing tools to bring
a spiritual rebirth to themselves and into their families, communities
and beyond—a powerfully hopeful pathway toward healing our world.
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–KRITEE (KANKO), PH.D; Zen priest and meditation teacher;
Climate scientist, Environmental Defense Fund; Cofounder,
Rocky Mountain Ecodharma Retreat Center
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Donna has inspired me in this memoir about her journey of self-discovery
and healing. These stories of her raw struggles through parenting, divorce
and depression show women how to keep moving past our fears to claim
our authentic selves waiting there—a “must read” for midlife women
wanting to use these healing tools to navigate their own journeys to
self-empowerment.
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–CAROL GARNAND
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Introduction

AS I DESCENDED SLOWLY DOWN Mt. Kilimanjaro in Tanzania,
Africa, on day seven of our climb, I chose to make it a solitary
journey and let my summit expedition group go ahead to the
bottom. I wanted to savor my last day like it was my personal
pilgrimage. I had worked hard for the past week on the mountain, and I wanted to relax.
As I journeyed down, I met many of the climbers who, just
like me, had made the six-day climb and had completed the
19,456 foot summit in the wee hours of dawn the previous day.
My eight-mile downward trudge was a victory walk for me. The
previous day had been grueling, especially when we summitted,
and I was taking my time to take in the interesting personalities
of my fellow climbers. I was engulfed by the sweet smell of
blooming azaleas coming from the edge of the trail, so familiar
to me from growing up in Florida, and it settled me into my
body and heart. Gratitude swelled up inside me. I glanced over
at the purplish-pink blossoms with the sun splashing on their
glorious color. Every day, that magical mountain brought some
new and uniquely different natural delight to explore.
In that moment, I heard feet pounding down the trail
toward me. A man who appeared to be running alone ahead of
his porter passed me. “How can you run down this mountain?”
I called out. “My hips are killing me!”
1
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He spoke of his work as an osteopath and a healer, but I honestly couldn’t follow all of what he was saying because his
essence was so mysterious and so much love poured out of him.
I just felt a warm, comforting love coming toward me, encircling me, and it was more powerful than the words he was saying. My heart opened more deeply to take it in.
He continued talking about Mary, Mother of Jesus, and her
love as a way to bring things back to the compassionate healer
archetype that he was seeing in me. It was a way of seeing me I
had never before experienced. He saw my heart open for so
many, and he saw my woundedness, my struggle to love myself
fully, and the suffering it had caused me. I had never been seen
and validated so totally. I noticed another feeling—a surge of
self-appreciation coming forward that felt almost like self-trust.
He clearly had something to say to me, and it felt like he
had been working up to one particular thing he wanted to say.
“Donna, love yourself first, and great love will follow!” Then he
flashed his intense eyes at me with deep sincerity, and he was
gone. His long legs moved quickly down the trail, and all I
could see was Halmouth’s loaded-down porter following him
quietly and reverently.
I slowly continued down the steep trail, as if in a trance,
feeling that Halmouth’s unique message was somehow my call
to learn to love myself as fully as I could and that it would guide
me to what was coming next. I had been in a major transition
since my divorce two years earlier. But how could I learn to love
myself more? And what could it guide me toward?
Even after he was gone, I felt his self-love surrounding me
and infiltrating my soul. A warm compassion and caring for
himself and others permeated my being. It was powerful.
Then I got it. Halmouth was role modeling for me how to
work with compassion within myself and with others in a more
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He looked back at me and stopped in his tracks. Then he
walked back up the trail to where I was standing and looked at
me in a way I couldn’t turn away from with a pair of very deepset, penetrating dark eyes that pulled me right into his intensity.
Those very eyes had caught my attention on day two of the
climb when we were all coming out of our rain gear after being
stuck in pouring rain for three hours. He and his Turkish friends
had been singing under the huge waterfalls that poured down
the rock outcroppings, and he looked up at me as our group
passed by. They were getting a wonderful, refreshing shower.
My body longed to be under that waterfall, but maybe not with
those men.
Our eyes met one other time as we were all struggling to get a
hold on the precariously crowded Barranco Wall on day three. I
didn’t think much about it then because I was focused on getting
to the top of the 19,456 foot mountain, but I did notice him.
Now he came even closer, looked at me more intensely, and
asked me my name. “Donna, your hips are holding the pain of
so many—those you have listened to and given your support.
You are giving out so much love. I can feel it in you now.”
I wondered how he knew I was a therapist even on Kilimanjaro
—my give-back trip to Africa. How did this part of me show? I
asked his name.
“Halmouth,” he said. It was a Turkish name. “I work with
the healing love of Mary, Mother of Jesus. Did you know that
you also exude that essence? Do you know of Mary’s love?”
I felt a powerful spirit of love coming from him, as if he were
a true embodiment of Jesus himself. It felt like everything I had
read and learned about Jesus’ love growing up in a Presbyterian
church. He talked of Mary, Mother of Jesus, and how he carried
her love and the love of great healers. He spoke of knowing the
path of healers and the intensity of their love and compassion.
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self-love and compassion growing inside me. The seed had been
planted.
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From that moment on, I have been manifesting the path of selflove and self-compassion that Halmouth laid out for me.
Midlife, the ages of thirty-nine to sixty-five, has been for me
an adventure in finding authenticity, healing, and the integration of the many parts or aspects of me that make up my wholeness. But mostly, it’s been about finding a way to trust myself
and be who I truly am, to live my truth. As you read my story,
specifically the major transitions I experienced between thirtynine and sixty-five, I hope you see yourself in your own challenges and see a path of resilience and hope for yourself similar
to what I have found. I have chosen to write about these events
because they have been instrumental in teaching me so much
about myself, have grown me into the transformed woman I am
today, and have healed me into a sense of wholeness from my
brokenness.
I had to drop into my old pattern of letting others tell me
who I was and what I wanted many times before I could pull
myself out of it. Growing up a girl in the 1960s in Florida, I was
fed fear and sexism, though I was very privileged. I became a
tomboy and an intellectual rather than a southern belle. I chose
to develop my masculine traits first. It was all about playing a
part to show the world something rather than learning how to
be me inside. I was a chameleon.
I had to leave the Floridian world and move to Colorado
when I was twenty-four to discover who I really was. And then
it took depression, death, and divorce to jump-start my growth
process. That was the silver lining: From learning to embrace
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balanced way and how to give love to myself as much as I gave
it out to others. He was also helping me learn how to trust and
love who I was right in that moment, messy but alive and present as I struggled with it all. He was showing me how to wrap a
blanket of compassion around myself and hold myself with love,
just as he did.
As I reflected on his messages upon my return from that
trip, I kept being curious about what was keeping me from loving myself just as I was. I was still suffering from choosing to
leave a marriage and feeling like a failure. How could I accept
my woundedness in a way that allowed me to be more fully
who I was in the moment? Wasn’t the trip and the climb all
about focusing on my strengths? Somehow I was not letting
myself feel my goodness and strengths because the pain was so
strong. I had consciously pushed myself physically to have
adventure because that was where I knew I could expand and
grow myself more. I was good at pushing myself physically. It
was one of my gifts. But I didn’t know how to put myself back
together with all the pain and fear inside me. Was I loving all
of me, even my grieving parts? Why did I need Halmouth’s
message to wake me up?
I began to dig deeper into myself. How did I get to the place
of facing my fears of a lifetime to be able to climb Kilimanjaro?
Something had been shifting big time over the past three years
and I was going to learn more about what it was. At sixty-four,
I had consciously created a ripe and terrifying moment for
myself without knowing why. I began to break free from all the
restraints of being a woman that I had probably both bought
into and challenged my whole life. Because of my pain and fear,
I was cracking open inside and feeling the path of a deeper selfawakening that was already happening. Some spirit within was
guiding me from the inside out, and Halmouth had been that
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And it can be hard to master when we parent challenging children. As women, sometimes our relationships—including relationships with our families—can hold us back from finding our
personal awakening. How do we take responsibility for and chart
our own paths as women? How do we let go and finally find our
authentic path?
This is a story about how I got there on Kilimanjaro, where
I was helping five young African women get to the top of a mysterious mountain they were told they couldn’t climb. I now support women and girls all over the world in learning and growing
who they are because it takes all of us to help find our voices
and our true openheartedness.
It wasn’t until I lost my favorite sister in a car accident
when I was thirty-two that I learned to start paying attention to
what was happening inside me and began exploring the feelings
within me that had both scared and delighted me. I had to miss
my sister’s adoration to realize I had to replace it with learning
to care for myself better and appreciate my energy and gifts,
which had been disregarded, judged, or poorly mirrored by my
parents so early. I had adored my baby sister Marjorie as much
as she had adored me, and her death was the beginning of my
first major midlife transition.
This is also a story about the underside of grief, of what happens after you go deeply into your feelings of grief and loss.
After resisting grief in many ways, I learned to slow down and
begin to feel the sadness and all the other feelings I’d been suppressing. And just when I thought I had it all figured out, the
complexity of more grief hit me. The mystery of the underside
of that grief was that once I allowed myself to go into it, I found
it to be a huge blessing: a rebirthing of love and life’s creativity
and a reclaiming of parts of myself I didn’t know were there.
That happened more than once after a difficult disconnection
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my brokenness, my fears, my struggles, and my losses and going
down into the pain, I stumbled on a gentler and very loving me
deep inside. I knew she was there, but she was very sad and lost
for a long time, trying to make life work.
This story is also about relationships: my relationship with
my mother, my relationship with my son, my relationships with
my two husbands, and most importantly, the relationship I
learned to develop with myself. How do relationships help us
find ourselves, our wholeness? When do we need to move out
into ourselves to find our truth? When do we need to move into
a relationship with others to get mirrored and loved? How does
that help us find our truth too? These are questions I have pondered my whole life because of the struggle I had as a baby trying to get the connection and attunement I needed and wanted
in my attachment with my mother. I had to find healthy connections, and I had to learn to start with my connection with
myself.
We women are taught to be attuned to others. Learning to
attune to ourselves is the key to moving down the midlife path
to transformation or rebirth.
This story is about some of those important connections I
had and still have in my life—those relationships where the
dance of attunement and mirroring is powerful—and how we
can learn from the reflections of our friends, sisters, partners,
and other women on the path. How do we help each other differentiate and grow in relationships? How do we hold each
other back from our own awakening?
I’ve learned about healthy attunement, which involves
attunement to self at the same time you are attuning to another.
It’s a spiraling flow back and forth with each other that takes
some practice. It can be difficult in intimate relationships if each
partner is not conscious and aware of themselves in the process.
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when we heal ourselves deeply and release our inner trauma
and pain through deep grieving, we are ready and open to step
forward into our new role of healing the world and our species.
I hope you find your path of inner healing through deep waters
so you can come forth as the mermaid, transformed and ready,
as I am.
Let’s join hands and heal ourselves now.
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and/or death in some form: after my first divorce, as I was settling into my second marriage; as my mother was lingering in
her wheelchair; after my mother died; and again, later. There I
found the unmet longing that knows what you desire deeply
inside, mixed with all the sadness.
Through many transitions, I found that if I followed that
longing over the bridge into the unknown, I found a deeper me,
a connection to myself I was longing for and couldn’t find until
then. That rebirthing came with deep diving into myself, and
the transformed me is my Wisewoman. I love her so much now,
and I’m letting her out because she has so much to share with
you.
This story is coming to you directly from my Wisewoman,
and it is about my voyage, but even though the details of the
voyage are my own, I believe many women go through their
own midlife voyage with transformation as its destination. This
voyage is about learning to ride the larger waves of midlife that
come bigger and faster as we age instead of being knocked down
by them, and it has five stages: Lost at Sea; Finding a Mooring;
Deep Diving; Rebirthing; and the New You.
I gained the tools and experience to be more resilient and
alive, and you can too. Those tools have taught me to live in
the present more and drop deeper into my softer Divine
Feminine knowing—the heart space—and hang out there. It is
a soft, self-compassionate place, sweet and kind, and it is filled
with self-trust, longing, love, truth, self-forgiveness, and deep
connection. I hope this story of my healing midlife voyage can
help you find your own midlife transformation and set sail to
this softer, gentler New You.
From that place, that deep heart connection with ourselves
and others, I believe we can lead others on the path to what’s
next for us and all living creatures on this planet. I believe that
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Chapter One

IT ALL BEGAN WITH A PERFECT twelve-hour, no drug delivery
after a very healthy and wonderful, but unbelievably lonely,
pregnancy. My birth plan had worked. My husband Peter was at
my side and had even videotaped the birth. We felt like a team.
It had gone so well that the doctor released me from the hospital that evening after the baby was six hours old. I was a superachiever, so I agreed with him, thinking I was a champ.
“It was just like running a marathon,” Peter said. We had
run marathons separately, but we trained together. I could go
home for sure. We both felt prepared as we left the hospital.
Our son Julian was seven pounds, three ounces at birth, and
he did okay until he received circumcision. Afterward, he was
fussy and not really starting to breastfeed, even though I held
him to my breast. My colostrum was not coming in and I was
exhausted, but because I had a superbly successful birth, I got to
go home.
That first night, Julian cried loudly and unconsolably
almost all night, so I got no sleep. He was clearly hungry and
trying to suck, but my breasts were not yet producing. I finally
got something into him in the morning, and I was grateful
because I wanted to breastfeed him.
I called my doctor and asked for a nursing specialist to come
out, but it took three days for her to materialize. In the mean11
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connection with my baby. But ultimately, I resigned myself to
the need to pull inward, not fight Peter, and focus my attention
on the baby. There was only so much energy I had to muster,
and the baby needed me. It occurred to me that my husband
might be feeling I didn’t have any energy for him, but there was
little I could do about it at the moment. And he wasn’t rising
to the occasion.
In desperation, I called my mother for help, and she flew in
from Florida the next day. For the next week, I focused on trying to get enough food into Julian while trying to get myself on
a schedule of breastfeeding that allowed some rest for me. I was
dropping deeper into fear and the feeling of being lost, and my
mom’s presence was helpful. She bathed the baby for me, went
to his first checkup with me, was with me when I asked the doctor for sleeping pills, and helped me get Julian onto supplemental formula. All the while, I fought an incredible reluctance to
take on the job of being a new mother. I felt I had to face that
fear, but I was too weak and too lost to get on top of it. When
it was time for my mom to return to Florida, I felt stronger, but
I was still not sleeping much.
I hoped Peter would take my mom’s place in some way. Two
weeks later, when Peter’s parents came to visit, I was barely
holding on, and Peter had not stepped up to help me. I could
see that he was not only lost like me but frozen in the way he
talked to his folks. He didn’t even call them ahead of time to
warn them.
As soon as they came through the door and took the baby
from me to hold, I walked into my bedroom and packed my
bags. I was going to take Julian to Florida on the next flight,
which meant that Peter’s parents would only have a few hours
with Julian. I didn’t care. I had never shown that side of myself
to my mother-in-law, but it somehow felt justified. I knew I was
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time, I called one of my closest friends, and she came over with
meals and her mother. With their home-cooked food and nurturing support, I was able to breastfeed more and get a bit of rest
when Julian napped. I was exhausted for the next several days,
but when I picked up my crying baby and brought him to my
heart, the soothing connection between us filled my body,
which was otherwise struggling with fear and anxiety. I alternated between wondering if I could actually be a mother to this
child and knowing that I could.
I also struggled with the knowledge that Peter hadn’t wanted me to get pregnant, was ambivalent through the pregnancy,
and wasn’t really helping with Julian’s care. It appeared that it
was going to all be up to me. I reflected on the night Julian was
conceived. I was using the rhythm method of birth control, and
that night, New Year’s Eve, Peter agreed to try to conceive,
knowing that I was fertile. But when I told him I was pregnant
several weeks later, he seemed distraught and distant. Over the
six years we had talked about having a family, Peter showed
ambivalence and confusion about it, so even though I had been
ready to start a family, I was never clear if he was.
In many ways, it was perplexing that Peter couldn’t see and
feel what I did with Julian: the newness and even foreignness of
this tiny being I loved; the sweetness of his smell; how solid and
real he felt in my arms, but also how fragile he seemed; the emotions he triggered in me, all the way down to my root chakra. I
loved being a mom, even though it was the biggest challenge I
had faced in my life.
I felt I could have the baby or have my husband, but not
both, and I wondered why it had to be one or the other. At
times, Peter looked at me as if he didn’t know me—or worse, as
if I were an alien and someone he despised. I felt pulled
between my connection with my husband of ten years and my
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birth, and I planned to return to that job three months following it. The trained social worker part of me was functioning
well. She lived in my brain and mind, and she was loud and
clear: I was depressed.
“Mom, I’ve got major depression. I know my symptoms from
studying for my LCSW licensing exam. The major ones are
depressed mood every day, most of the day, marked diminished
interest or pleasure in almost all activities, insomnia or hypersomnia every day, psychomotor agitation nearly every day that
is recognizable by others, feelings of worthlessness or excessive
or inappropriate guilt, and diminished ability to think or make
decisions. That was the criteria I memorized for my exam, and
I’ve had five or more of the symptoms for at least two weeks.”
In that moment, I was grateful for trusting my mind and the
knowledge about depression I’d absorbed. Some of the anxiety
eased, and I thought I might be finding a way out of the dark
place I was in. “Mom, I need an appointment with a psychiatrist. I’m way depressed.”
She looked shocked. “Donna, you really think you need
that kind of help, dear?”
She had always been uncomfortable with my feelings, and
her response was part of a pattern I knew well.
“Let me take over with Julian for a while, and you go to an
exercise class today. That one we found should be around 10:00
a.m. You could get ready and get there easily today.” She knew
exercise was key for me to get my body balanced again.
I had actually discovered how important it was for me when
I left Florida and moved to Colorado at twenty-four. My mother
had paid attention to how much my athletic activities had
served me in Steamboat Springs and how much more athletic I
had become with Peter. But in true Mom style, she dismissed
the intensity and emotional energy in my voice, which was
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depressed. I knew Peter was unable to help me, and I actually
wanted her to see that. I was heading to Florida where I could
truly get rested and comforted.
What I didn’t realize was that I was going right back into
the very environment that had spawned patterns I had been
working hard to release. I had left Florida in 1976, two years
after graduating from college, and had moved to Colorado on
my own. I’d met Peter in Steamboat Springs the following year.
I was now a therapist, and I knew that we always regress when
we go home, no matter when it is, no matter how much personal work we have done. But this was an emergency, and I needed
my family. My adult self would have to step back and allow my
younger and very fragile self to seek the comfort of home
because my son and I needed help.
And being in Florida did help a bit. I’d developed a nursing
routine that was working using my own and supplemental milk,
and my three-week-old baby was finally getting enough to eat.
But I was still not sleeping. When my mother asked me how I
was one morning, I was feeling grumpy and helpless, and I gave
her my truth. “I maybe slept four hours. I’m not sure. The sleeping pills are almost gone, and each of them only lasts four hours.
My doctor in Boulder was hesitant to give me enough.”
I was still exhausted, and while it was good to have my
mom’s help, she seemed to be taking over my job a bit. I decided
to tell her what I had been turning over and over in my mind
when I wasn’t sleeping at night. I was feeling more and more
lost and disconnected from my body and from Julian, and I was
afraid I was failing as a mother. I was feeling both helpless and
lost trying to take care of Julian. Displaced. Dysfunctional.
The previous spring I had completed my master’s degree in
social work, and I was studying for my licensing exam. I’d had
a full-time job in a residential treatment center before Julian’s
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At Dr. Hatch’s office that afternoon, I felt listened to. He
immediately wrote me a prescription for antidepressants and
sleep medications. My mother did the night feedings with
Julian for another week while I slept through the nights and got
rested. The antidepressant slowly began to help. I began to feel
better with regular exercise and a little more sleep, and my body
started relaxing into my new role as mother. I took over the
night feedings and was able to sleep again after a few weeks of
being on the antidepressant.
My body had held my truth, but it had needed my awareness
and attention to show me what to do and then do it.
Peter flew down to Florida, and we spent a week working
with therapists to process the challenges in our relationship and
try to put our marriage back together. My parents were quite
skeptical about whether Peter was actually seriously interested
in working on the marriage. At one point, they asked me if I
wanted to consider getting a divorce. I expected as much from
my mom, considering she had never liked Peter, almost from
the moment she met him.
Peter stayed positive with my mom while we were there,
and I was grateful for that. I maintained a strong and hopeful
front while feeling confused and exhausted inside. It wasn’t
until I got back home and started up a new routine with the
baby that I could see I had gotten through the worst of it. I was
a mother, and my life began to unfold around being both a new
family therapist and a new mom.
Peter and I immediately started couples counseling, carrying baby Julian with us to the therapist’s office in a portable
bassinet. I also went to my own therapist to work through my
postpartum depression more fully. I felt Peter and I had a long
way to go to get our marriage back on track and I had a long
way to go to get myself back on track, but I wanted to be suc-
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meant to show the truth of what I was saying. I felt somewhat
supported, but only halfway. It was as much as she could give.
She did a good job at seeing the practical things I needed like
exercise, but I needed more warmth and understanding when I
was emotional. At least as an adult, I knew I could look for
other people who might respond to me differently.
I recalled being teased in Latin class when I was in middle
school and coming home distraught, talking really fast with lots
of emotion. My mom just sat me down, and instead of listening
to what I was saying, she told me what to feel and how to handle it. It was uncomfortable to be treated in that heavy-handed
way, and I got more agitated. And yet I accepted her approach
because I didn’t know how to deal with my feelings. I learned
to push aside my feelings with disgust and think through a strategy that didn’t have anything to do with how I was feeling but
was all about how I looked outwardly.
But in that moment of postpartum depression, I had amazing clarity. Mom’s strategic approach was not serving me. I went
downstairs to the dining room where my dad was having breakfast, sat down, and began talking to him in a way that must
have sounded like pleading. “Dad, I need to see a doctor or a
psychiatrist. I need to get some meds. An antidepressant. Do
you know of anyone here I could see?”
He looked up at me and could see my earnestness and clarity. He had always been able to tune into me more than Mom
and was listening for the intensity of the Donna he knew. It felt
comforting to me. “Dr. Hatch is our family doctor. Do you
remember him? He would be a good place to start. Would you
like me to call his office and see if he can see you?”
“Yes, I remember him,” I replied with relief. “Is he a family
practice doc? Let’s try that, Dad.” I was happy I didn’t have to
explain anything more because he got it.
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cessful as both a wife and a mother, and I was willing to do
whatever was needed to accomplish that.
During my therapy process, I remembered that my family
doctor, who had a more holistic approach than most, had suggested that meditation might help me. I decided to explore
what meditation was and how it might help with depression. I
looked at Transcendental Meditation, but as I read about that
approach, I decided it wasn’t for me, and I kept looking into
other kinds of meditation. Ultimately, I found mindfulnessbased stress reduction, or MBSR.
But before I was able to incorporate meditation into my life,
I had to learn how depression happened in my body/mind. I
began to seek answers by reading about depression and its causes, a scholarly approach that had gotten me ahead in life to that
point. I also thought about how to teach what I was learning to
people like me struggling with depression when I got my private
practice started. When I went back to work, I decided it was
important to structure my day to include time for self-care,
which was the key takeaway from my study of managing depression. I wanted to get off the antidepressants, and I felt my
depressed states had a lot to do with the dysregulated pattern of
pushing hard and then crashing that I had carried into my adult
life. Whenever I crashed, I got stuck trying to pull myself out of
it because I had no idea what I was feeling.
That pattern had taken a toll on me when I lived in
Steamboat Springs, and I knew I would not get out of depression if I repeated it now. Self-care meant taking time to exercise, rest, relax, and play. It was about finding a healthy balance
in my life. I began to experiment with how much balance I
could achieve with a new career, a new baby, and growing a
family.
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